“I want to die in my sleep”—how people think about death, choice, and control: findings from a Massive Open Online Course
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Background: Complex social and ethical debates about voluntary assisted dying (euthanasia), palliative care, and advance care planning are presently being worked through in many developed countries, and the policy implications of these discussions for palliative care are potentially very significant. However, community attitudes to death and dying are complex, multilayered, and contain many mixed messages.

Methods: Participants posted comments in a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) on death and dying, entitled Dying2Learn. This provided an opportunity to explore societal and personal attitudes to wishes and beliefs around death and dying. For one activity in the MOOC, participants responded to a question asking them about “the best way to go”.

Results: Responses were subjected to thematic analysis, during which they were coded for conceptual categories. This analysis showed how acceptance of death as a natural and normal process, and as a shared event that affects a whole social network, may nonetheless be accompanied by deep reluctance to address the physical process of dying (i.e., “avoidant acceptance”).

Conclusions: Our findings highlighted a desire for choice and control in relation to dying, which is a common element in discussions of both advance care planning and palliative care. This same focus may contribute to a perception that voluntary assisted dying/euthanasia is a necessary strategy for ensuring that people have control over their dying process. We discuss the paradox of individuals wanting to have control whilst preferring not to know that they are dying.
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Introduction

Whilst mortality is not yet optional, improvements in clinical care in developed countries keep pushing back the boundaries of when and how people die, challenging us as individuals and as societies. Public policy debates are occurring in many Western countries around issues related to end of life care, advance care planning, palliative care, determinations regarding futile treatment, and voluntary assisted dying/euthanasia. These discussions have at times led to an intense public focus on issues of death and dying, and profound policy changes are likely to flow from these debates (1-5).

It is often suggested that individual decision-making about death and dying, as well as institutional and social processes of care, are driven by death-denying social attitudes (1,6,7). Phenomena such as the medicalization
and institutionalization of death (6), the reluctance of many people to participate in advance care planning conversations (8,9), or the common use of euphemisms when talking about death and dying (10), have all been taken as proxy indicators of the extent of the problem of death denial. Concerns about societal and individual death denial have led to a social movement that aims to promote community conversations about death and increase “death awareness,” encouraging people to plan for their own future death, and to build capacity for more community support for dying people. Its aim is to bring death back into the public domain, making it “everyone’s business” (11-14). At the most personal level, this social movement starts from the assumption that acceptance of death will mean that individuals are more likely to achieve a “good death” (15).

Yet a closer analysis of the discourse surrounding death and dying presents a very complex picture, and the hesitancy of some people to address and discuss death and dying in some social contexts can be contrasted with the intensity of the advocacy and debate that boils over in others, for example on legalization of assisted dying, or with regard to public debate in the UK about the Liverpool Care Pathway (16-19). In his survey of Kastenbaum’s theory of the “death system” as applied to the USA, Corr concluded that rather than being simply death-denying, American attitudes demonstrate that denial and acceptance of death coexist (20), whilst a systematic review from the UK shows how attitudes vary greatly by age and health circumstances (21). Theoretical rebukes to simplistic conceptualizations of the “death-denying society” are not new (22,23). Critics have suggested that rather than being death-denying, attitudes to death have simply changed as individual and societal experiences of death have changed, including through medical prolongation of life, organizational arrangement of death and dying, and the decline of religious practices associated with dying (24). It is therefore important to understand the contradictions and inconsistencies in community attitudes to death and dying, as policies and programs founded largely on the assumption that we are a death-denying society, for example those promoting advance care planning for the end of life, may falter as a result of not taking this complexity adequately into account (25,26).

This was the social and political environment in which we ran a public MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) called Dying2Learn (27). The 5-week MOOC acted as a social intervention, with the aim of fostering community conversations and strengthening community awareness of death as a normal process, as well as providing us with an opportunity to learn about contemporary Australian attitudes to death and dying. The MOOC used a non-didactic, c-MOOC constructivist approach (28), and participants engaged online with each other and with the course facilitators. We provided course materials that were selected to trigger reflection and discussion, and activities related to personal understandings of death and dying. This approach was highly regarded by participants, many of whom reported in their comments and course reflections that the experience of participating in the MOOC was transformative (27). Uniquely, the MOOC has provided us with deep qualitative data on the death attitudes of a group of participants who were presumably mostly not facing personal illness or death at that point in their lives.

**Methods**

The Dying2Learn MOOC (https://www.caresearch.com.au/caresearch/tabid/2868/Default.aspx) was developed by CareSearch, the Australian palliative care knowledge network. Recruitment of participants occurred via comprehensive online promotion in social media networks, initiated through four CareSearch mailing lists and involved community partner organizations (such as The Groundswell Project https://www.thegroundswellproject.com/), who disseminated information about the MOOC. Mainstream media (radio, online news) were also used for promotion. Demand for the MOOC continued to grow from the first Dying2Learn MOOC, which was run in 2016. Ethics approval to undertake research on the MOOC was received from the Flinders University Social and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee (Project 7247) for a project entitled “Effect of supportive engagement through MOOC participation on death awareness and death attitudes”.

There were 1,156 people enrolled in the first MOOC in 2016, and of these 895 went on to actively participate in activities online. The majority of participants were Australian and female, and two thirds identified themselves as health professionals. The MOOC began with one introductory week, followed by four topic weeks. The first two topics of the MOOC allowed participants to explore cultural representations of death and dying, to consider the ways it is and is not spoken about, and to investigate social practices around death and bereavement. In the third topic of the MOOC, issues related to medical experiences of death and dying were explored, and the fourth topic considered death and dying from the perspective of online experiences. The MOOC comprised, in total, 24 optional learning activities tailored to each of the topics offered (29).
The activity of interest in this study was part of topic 3, titled ‘if death is the problem, is medicine the answer?’

One of the optional MOOC activities in this third topic invited participants to consider their own death and write about their views on “the best way to go.” The question was worded: “Many of us have secret thoughts about what might be ‘the best way to go’. Do you have any preferences? If you feel like sharing, for this activity we would like you to share what your preferences are, and why. What is the main emotion or concern that drives your preference?”

A total of 303 participants provided a response to this open-ended question, and it is their free-text responses to this activity that form the basis of the present study. Of the 303 people who participated in the specific activity reported here, 94.7% were female, 61.5% of the respondents were aged 50 and over, and 93.4% were located in Australia. Those not located in Australia were almost all from other English-speaking countries, predominantly New Zealand and the UK. Two thirds of respondents (66.9%) identified themselves as health professionals, and 71.9% had a university qualification.

Data was transferred from the online discussions by LML and uploaded into HyperResearch v 3.5.1 for thematic analysis (30). Thematic analysis can be defined as ‘identifying and describing both implicit and explicit ideas’ (31). The data was read by all authors and coded by CS. Coding involved close reading of the comments, generating codes to identify and make explicit the different categories of response that were evident in the data. Categories were then grouped together into major themes using the code mapping tool within HyperResearch. The code map allows identification of emergent groups of related codes which are brought together as a theme. In the final stage of the coding process participants’ individual responses, which have been collected together within each theme, were reviewed yet again to explore different aspects of the meaning of that theme for participants. Analysis involved the team agreeing on the description of each theme, and then looking for divergent views within the data on each theme in order to explore the boundaries of the phenomenon, and also to characterise the full range of perspectives held by participants. All authors reviewed and agreed on the thematic analysis.

Results

Four dominant themes were identified through immersion and thematic analysis of the data and they are described below.

Dying in my sleep

A very frequent response to the question about “the best way to go” was that the preferred way to die is “in my sleep.”

“I would like to go peacefully in my sleep without any suffering as I feel that this would be easier for my loved ones instead of watching me suffer.”

“I would like to die of acute cardiac event in my sleep.”

Apart from responses that expressed concerns about pain and pain management, this group of responses was overwhelmingly the most common wish expressed by participants. For these writers it was evident that the ideal death is one that takes a person unawares, and this was conveyed in the closely related choices of “quick” or “sudden”.

“I would like to go really quick… midstride… so that everyone will clearly remember me for who I was.”

“The best way to go is quickly.”

“The best and only way to go is to go to sleep one night and not wake up—no pain, no worries no medical intervention and no one trying to coerce you into dying their way. Unfortunately dying quietly in your own bed is enjoyed by only a few lucky people.”

For some, death during sleep was how they imagined the final stage of dying from an illness, but they still wished to have opportunities to say goodbye, and to die with companionship in their chosen environment.

“I would like to go peacefully in my sleep, have my loved ones around listening to my fave (sic) music.”

This response was sometimes qualified by a recognition that their wish was just that. Some identified tensions inherent in this wish: that dying unexpectedly reduces the likelihood of being able to say goodbye to loved ones, or might mean leaving other aspects of life uncompleted.

“I often think that I would like to die quickly. Be it, something acute like a cardiac arrest, or an aneurysm. But part of me would like the opportunity to say goodbye to loved ones.”

Another concern was whether for their family, or the person finding their body, a sudden death would be more traumatic than an expected death.

“I am not sure at this stage and I suppose I haven’t got a choice and I keep on changing my mind as I get older, for my family’s sake I would rather have a slow death so that they can get used to the thought of my departure and we still have time together, a sudden death might be nice for me but horrible for them and after all I would like to say bye-bye as well.”

In a related theme, participants also stated that they hoped to die at an old age, having experienced the rewards
of a full life, but avoiding the anticipated degradations of ageing.

“Sure I have a preference, but I think it’s a little bit of a fairy tale ending. Just to die in my sleep at a lovely old age, pain free.”

An additional concern for some participants living alone, poignantly, was fear about how long it might take for them to be found if they died suddenly.

“I do have concerns about dying alone, not that it is such a bad thing, but how long will it take someone to find me? I live alone, and I don’t mind dying alone, I just wonder who will miss me enough to contact my landlady to check on me. If my brother is still alive, he would probably be concerned if he didn’t hear from me for 2 or more days. We E-mail each other every day. I have another friend that I E-mail every day that might get concerned if they didn’t hear from me.”

Social death: the shared intimacy of dying

Many respondents approached the question from the perspective that death is an intimate, shared experience that would affect their whole social network. For them, when talking about how they would want to die, a positive communal experience was described. These people provided detailed descriptions of their wishes for family, pets, and others to be present. Often the focus was more on the needs of family and friends than on those of the dying person:

“I think that if I was aware that I was going to die very soon I would prefer to go in my sleep following a day spent with family and friends to celebrate our life together. I would like to have prepared books or letters for my children to help them through the tough times and have had the opportunity to tell them how much I love them and encourage them to live their lives to the fullest. I would like a small funeral with those close to me and I would like them to cry or laugh about situations we had found ourselves in over the years.”

However, others expressed fears about being a burden or causing distress to family members. Strikingly, many participants’ fear of prolonged dying seemed to be linked to concern about causing their family suffering, rather than concern about prolongation of their own suffering as the dying person.

“I’d like to die of a sudden fatal heart attack, preferably at home. This would cause least inconvenience to everybody. Although it would be a shock, particularly to the person finding the body, I think most people would find it to be less agony than waiting for an uncertain length of time as a disease progressed. For me the death would be relatively painless, and anything left undone I would have to entrust to others.”

Some explicitly acknowledged the need to find a balance between a dying person’s needs for support and companionship, versus the risk of overwhelming their family and supporters with distressing experiences or burdensome care.

“I would like to die at home surrounded by my family, but of course there may be many variables when the time comes, and I don’t want to add any further variables to my family, so I will allow them to make that call.”

With regard to death in old age, fears about how death occurs for older people concerned some participants, particularly those working in aged care, or some of those who had witnessed deaths of older friends or relatives at close hand.

“I care for the aged and find this a privilege but time and time again our elders tell us that they would rather be dead than have lived too long, what good are they to anyone. It is hard to reassure them that they still have value in their lives when they can’t see it. I might be selfish but I don’t want to feel that way.”

“On my terms— whatever the circumstances may be I hope I am able to die my way. Not the way others think it should be. Honestly I prefer not knowing or seeing it coming. Either in my sleep, peaceful and unaware or so sudden I don’t register it happening. I have a slight fear of dying, or more accurately the unknowns of dying. How it’ll feel and what happens once you die. Not only that but after working in Aged Care for seven years and seeing how my residents pass away, the waiting to die and the pain would be horrible.”

Physical death

The most frequent concern in the physical domain related to pain. However participants generally had high expectations regarding pain control.

“I have a fear of suffering at the end of life/I need someone overseeing my care who is prepared to provide medication that is going to maintain my comfort and allow me to have a comfortable dignified death.”

A reason participants often gave for wishing to die in their sleep was concern about being aware during the dying process. Nonetheless, many still expressed the wish to know when death is approaching in order to be able to prepare, but did not want to experience dying. Although many participants said they hoped to avoid medical intervention in their dying, hardly any wanted their death to be natural to the extent of being fully aware whilst dying. The following example was very much a minority view:

“My husband and I were discussing dying the other day. He
said be would like to die quickly without realising he was dying but I would like time to prepare myself. When I think of dying I would like time to reflect on my life, not that it is exceptional in many ways but just to look quietly at many things and approach death with serenity. At one stage I had thought to have a death while in sleep but then I think to have the eye’s wide open to be able to see the final journey of life.”

The far more commonly expressed wish was for sleep to simply become death, whether naturally or as a result of drugs. Comments about the importance of drugs for dying patients often slid from pain management towards assisted dying/euthanasia, without clearly distinguishing the two.

“Put me to sleep with no pain.”

Choice and control of dying

The imperative to be in control and the recognition that death is inherently uncontrollable often appeared side by side in participants’ responses, like an unanswered koan.

“One of the main things I think that comes through from our conversations and thoughts about actually dying, is the CONTROL factor… we simply DON’T KNOW how, when death will come and we have no instructions about what WE as people are supposed to do when it comes! Throughout LIFE we have commands, rules, we learn by watching, listening, reading or by something happening to us ONCE so that if it happens again we know what to do… it’s probably the ONE thing on a personal level we just can’t CONTROL—like you can’t say—Right. Breath deeply now… bold it… bold it longer… stop breathing NOW. Done. Nap. No text book or instructions or control panel for this one!”

“In an ideal world, I think the best way to go would be fully prepared, with everyone aware of my wishes no matter what happened, and go quickly, no lingering or suffering. I realise this is bit unrealistic, as there are so many factors involved, Advance Care Directive and other careful planning notwithstanding.”

“I don’t believe we have a choice. When your time is up, it’s lights out… My biggest fear is not surprisingly pain and suffering… Of course, like many people, I’d like to go to sleep and not wake up… If I linger, I would want to be pain free and with my loved ones at my side… If I had a terminal illness, or in unmanageable pain, I would want the choice to be able to hasten my death… I am an advocate for euthanasia under certain circumstances and certain conditions, it should be MY choice…”

“I would like an opportunity to farewell friends and family. Having shared my preferences, I recognise that I could die anywhere at any time. I want to remain open to the unknown and unknowable.”

The concern for control related to different aspects of the dying process. For some, the concern was with the “aesthetics” of their death, and they wanted to control how people would perceive them and perceive their dying, and thus how they believed they would be remembered.

“I have a friend who watched her partner die and said it was awful. I think about what is the last memory of me I would want.”

“It is always preferential to die in peace without pain. Unfortunately this is not always what actually happens. In the event of being bed bound, drugged up and unable to lead a quality life, please let me go surrounded by my family. If I am in pain or a picture of death, let me go behind closed doors where people can remember me as I was.”

Another element of control involved detailed planning for the setting in which death would occur, in a striking analogy to “birth plans”—often including consideration of music, setting, and who should be present.

“My preference… would be to die a peaceful death with my family around me at home. Hopefully by the time I have reached this stage the scene would be set, my clothes ready. (Please don’t send me off in my nightwear) my hair looking good (You know I have a thing about my hair been just right). My 3 cats ashes ready to come too (in boxes on my dressing table). My Rosary beads in my hands and hopefully some small tokens of the family affection for me. Funeral service all planned so stress on the family.”

The next aspect of choice and control that we identified related to having control over medical interventions, and being able to access whatever care would be needed to be comfortable and to avoid unnecessarily traumatic treatment. Here the language of choice and control was strongly aligned with that of advance care planning. Some participants specifically identified advance care planning strategies (writing advance directives, identifying substitute decision-makers, and talking to family and friends about their preferences) as strategies to ensure their wishes would be followed.

“No suffering
No heroics

Unless I can come back as ME, independent, cognitively aware, continent and fully functioning, then let me off thanks!

And yes, my daughter is aware of my wants. Her I trust.”

The final aspect of control related to the timing of death, and many participants explicitly expressed expectations about voluntary assisted death or euthanasia. The prospect of being able to access some form of assisted death seemed for many to present a simple resolution of all of their concerns about control of the dying process. What is more, it seemed consistent with the wish to “die in my sleep” or
have a quick death.

“If I had a terminal illness, I would like to be able to replicate ‘the slipping away’ by assisted dying/euthanasia at a place and time of my choosing.”

In the quest for control over the dying process, access to drugs was regarded as significant. Drugs allow control of pain and other symptoms; there was also an expectation that drugs are used to reduce awareness of the dying process and alleviate fear and anxiety. Finally, drugs were also perceived as agents that may be used to hasten death.

“Seriously, I don’t want to know what’s happening. Give me every drug known that can put me in that happy place I have seen others reach and wake up dead.”

Those participants who work in health care often expressed this explicitly.

“If I am ‘terminal’ dying from cancer, palliative terminal sedation is my choice, after saying ‘Goodbye’ to loved ones, just give me midazolam and morphine till I’m asleep and then unconscious, and keep it going until I naturally die. Syringe drivers are good, but may need higher doses if dying process taking too long.”

A number of participants indicated that they have, or expect that they will have, a detailed plan for ensuring death on their own terms. They echoed the theme of control and choice, some of them extending the concept of palliation to explicitly include assisted dying.

“My preference… is to seek out euthanasia on my 85th birthday.”

“I am very concerned about my state of mind when I am at death’s door and am scared to think I may become a vegetable being kept alive because it is still illegal to die with dignity. If I am able to, I will try and put systems in place to stop this from happening.”

“This exercise was cathartic. If only… but I do hope that palliation has moved ahead in leaps and bounds by the time I depart this existence in order for me to utilise my preferences. Some I think will be achievable others are still to this day, beyond my reach. My biggest fear is lack of choice and freedom to do what I would like.”

Discussion

Participants could be seen dealing with the complexity about choice, planning, reality, and control when considering their “best way to go”, in contrast to what they understood to be the fundamental problem of choicelessness confronting people who are dying naturally. Their words underscored the unknowability of the dying process, and the difficulty of planning or preparing for the actual experience of death. At the same time, they frequently indicated a strong commitment to the dominant social discourse of choice and control. In order to resolve this contradiction many participants explicitly identified voluntary assisted dying as their preferred way through the dying process. For them, the expectations of dying quickly, of being able to “just go to sleep”, and the need for choice and control, are all seen as being met by voluntary assisted dying. Furthermore, acceptance of voluntary assisted dying is seen as acceptance of death, which in this particular, self-selected group was a highly valued state. Thus, since choice and control are very significant concerns at the end of life for many of these participants, and along with their acceptance of dying as normal but inherently uncontrollable, it seems that for many of them the only way choice and control can in fact be guaranteed is by voluntary assisted dying/euthanasia. At the time the MOOC was conducted in 2016, voluntary assisted dying was a prevalent topic in the Australian media, but had not been legislated in any State or region. One Australian State out of eight has recently legislated to allow voluntary assisted dying, although at the time of writing the legislation had not yet come into force. The highly-debated nature of assisted dying in Australia at the time may have culturally influenced the way the topic was treated by participants.

From the perspective of health policy, many people will have the opportunity to know they are dying and to plan ahead and make choices. Advance care planning is promoted for this situation as a strategy to reduce futile and traumatic care at the end of life. Yet these highly motivated participants in a MOOC demonstrate some of the fundamental difficulties in making reality-based advance care plans. A documentary preceded the activity which reflected on the medical decisions that are made when people are close to death. This is likely to have pre-empted, to some degree, responses that focused on future planning. Nonetheless, wanting to die in one’s sleep is not much of a plan. Despite a willingness to be aware of the approach of death and to face it when it is happening, the necessity to do so is still troubling for many. Rather than being death-denying, the often-repeated wish of participants to “die in my sleep” strongly suggests what might be called “avoidant acceptance” of death and the associated experiences, where physical deterioration, symptoms, or becoming dependent on others are more feared than death itself. Furthermore, it highlights the fact that preparing for social death (dealing with one’s belongings, relationships, and responsibilities) may be a much more manageable task than planning for
death, the experience of which can never be known
in advance, but which is the focus of most end of life care
policy and care provision (32).

Our results point to a significant slippage in participants’
perceptions, a slide from palliative care towards assisted
dying/euthanasia, via the perception that medications used
for dying patients are given with the intent of eliminating
both symptoms and awareness, allowing for the avoidance
of unwanted or feared aspects of the dying process. We
suggest that as much as palliative care and advance care
planning emphasize choice and control (33,34), it is possible
they may, somewhat paradoxically, be contributing to
increasing social expectations about voluntary assisted
dying/euthanasia in the community. Even within this very
knowledgeable group, and despite the efforts of many
palliative care clinicians to promote a contrary position (35),
participants’ statements frequently associate the provision of
palliative care closely with euthanasia/assisted death. These
are extremely significant considerations for palliative care
practitioners to acknowledge and explore further.

Limitations

The participants in the MOOC were a self-selected
population of highly motivated people who mostly
resided in Australia, with a high proportion of women and
people who identified themselves as health professionals.
As a result they are by no means representative of the
Australian community, and the findings may not be broadly
generalizable. However, when we take into account the fact
that these participants have a pre-existing level of death
literacy that is above average, the issues identified here
are more rather than less interesting. If these participants
are regarded as being at one end of a spectrum of death
awareness, it suggests that research to understand the
values, beliefs, and perceptions of those on other parts of
the spectrum is also likely to be extremely valuable, and
might yield unexpected results.

Women greatly predominated amongst the participants
in the MOOC. In part this reflects the reach of CareSearch
within the Australian aged care sector, and suggests a
significant unmet need for those working in this area, who
are largely female, to reflect on the end of life issues they
are exposed to in their workplaces. The extent to which
the concerns raised here are specifically gendered in nature
cannot be answered without further research.

Whilst health care workers made up the majority of
participants, it is important to note that the MOOC was
designed to promote personal reflexivity, and many of
the participants acknowledged this as the reason it was
such a valuable experience. Thus their participation was
framed around their own personal and existential concerns,
despite—or indeed because of—their exposure to death and
dying in their workplaces. The constructivist framing of
the MOOC also meant that all contributions, whether from
professionals or non-professionals, were valued equally,
and the interactions and exchanges of knowledge between
people with different standpoints itself enriched the MOOC
process, and allowed people to safely challenge and explore
various perspectives.

It is unclear what type of influence the web-based context
of the activity may have had on the way participants chose
to respond to the question posed. It is possible that the
shared nature of the online responses within the socially-
connected MOOC platform may have altered the way
people responded, and they may have responded differently
if responses were gathered in a face-to-face interview. The
advantages and disadvantages of web-based versus face-
to-face methodologies in relation to social desirability
confidentiality, and anonymity are unknown, but the use
of a web-based platform did mean that it was possible to
gather responses from a broader and larger audience than
would have been possible if conducted face-to-face.

Finally, the data gathered and reported in this study is
based on the open-ended response to one specific question
that formed one activity in a MOOC, rather than being
derived from a psychometric instrument with multiple
questions. The MOOC activity was part of a sequence
of activities throughout the course, in which the context
for the discussion was built up over a number of weeks.
The qualitative analysis of the free-text responses to
this activity will inform our future efforts to develop an
assessment instrument relevant to the topic. Furthermore,
the responses to this and other activities in the MOOC is
informing future research, in which we are delving deeper
in to the emotional aspects of dealing with death, and in
particular, the emotionally-laden words that people use to
describe how they feel about death.

Conclusions

Understanding the complexities underlying community
attitudes to death and dying is essential at a time when these
topics are being fundamentally re-examined in our society.
Our study offers valuable, and particular, perspectives on a
specific subset of the community’s views on death and dying,
including as they relate to palliative care, voluntary assisted dying/euthanasia, and advance care planning. These come from a motivated and interested group of participants, who are informed and engaged. Further exploration is needed to help us illuminate the broader undercurrents within these challenging public debates, how other community groups perceive these issues, and to promote care processes that meaningfully address people’s deepest concerns about how they will die. Understanding the gaps, paradoxes, and silences in this conversation is necessary if we hope to have reality-based discussion of contentious issues about death and dying in our community.
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